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[RESOURCES]  TLT WIRED
Edo Forsythe
In this column, we explore the issue of teachers and technology—not just as it relates to CALL solutions, but 
also to Internet, software, and hardware concerns that all teachers face. We invite readers to submit articles on 
their areas of interest. Please contact the editor before submitting.
Email: tlt-wired@jalt-publications.org • Web: http://jalt-publications.org/tlt/departments/tlt-wired

Multi-track Timeline
As the name suggests, a multi-track timeline has 
multiple tracks that can be utilized which have 
independent tracks for video and audio. Having 
a separate audio track is vital as it allows you to 
sync the audio with the video and vice versa, which 
means you are able to position the dialogue and im-
ages exactly where and when you want them, as is 
possible in WeVideo <https://wevideo.com> (Figure 
1). Much of the slideshow-style software currently 
available doesn’t offer this level of fine-tuning and is 
better suited to non-narrative music videos.

Figure 1. Multi-track Timeline, Screenshot of  
WeVideo

Editable Ken Burns Effect
The Ken Burns effect is the ubiquitous zooming and 
panning effect that is the default setting in many 
slideshow applications such as Apple’s iMovie 10 
(Figure 2). When this is editable, it allows you to 
choose a starting and ending position as well as the 
duration and degree of zoom. The effect automat-
ically creates a video from the start position to the 
end positions over the amount of time chosen. 
Imagine a picture of two people running; the one 
behind has a grimace on her face. You can accen-
tuate the struggle of that runner by starting with a 

Transforming Pictures into 
Digital Stories
Philip Norton
Kyoto Sangyo University

V ideo has become one of the most common 
forms of media our students consume. 
Whether watching YouTube, anime, mu-

sic videos, or movies, students love to engage with 
video. Therefore, having students create videos as a 
project has an inbuilt sense of appeal. Students are 
motivated when creating something they value and 
something they believe has a real outcome. Depend-
ing on the type of video, students can learn skills 
such as narration, persuasion, character develop-
ment, dialogue, and exposition, as well as develop the 
teambuilding and project management skills needed 
to produce real language content. 

That said, the thought of shooting and editing 
student video stories can be daunting. Setting up 
the gear, getting the lighting right, worrying about 
camera angles, and capturing decent audio can take 
time and sometimes requires a high degree of tech-
nical knowledge. Then of course, there is the old 
directorial koan: How many takes is it going to take 
to get a good take?  Creating narrative videos from 
still images is a user-friendly alternative.

When teaching a media and journalism course, 
I wanted to have my students create digital media 
that they could then upload to a blog. I decided to 
try the animated still images approach, to allow 
them to create media easily without the need for in-
depth technical mastery. The process was relatively 
straightforward and the results were impressive. To 
produce this kind of video, you need editing soft-
ware that has two features: a multi-track timeline 
and an editable Ken Burns effect. Suitable options 
are discussed below. 
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wide view from where we can see both runners and 
then ending at a close up of the second runner’s 
face. The result creates a feeling of motion and 
dramatic action.

Figure 2. Setting up the Ken Burns Effect,  
Screenshot of Apple iMovie 10

Video Editing Software Options
Both Apple and Windows platforms have their own 
video editors, and each has some features that the 
other doesn’t, but for the tasks being described, 
either will suffice. Apple’s iMovie is a semi-pro level 
editor that produces beautiful, polished videos. 
The editing workflow is very intuitive and there are 
simple social media export options.  If the teacher 
has access to a Mac lab, iMovie would be the way to 
go. Windows Movie Maker <http://windows-mov-
ie-maker.org> is part of Microsoft’s Windows 
Essentials freeware, and though a little more difficult 
to use and less feature-rich than other options, 
it produces decent results. Windows Photostory 
3 <https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/
details.aspx?id=11132> is designed for creating pan 
and zoom stories from pictures. Although effective, 
it lacks object-based editing, so is less intuitive. Fur-
thermore, it doesn’t allow for adjusting the volume 
of background music throughout the video, which 
can lead to it competing with any voice tracks. 

WeVideo
For the project being described in this article, the 
author chose WeVideo because it is a very us-
er-friendly, multi-featured, online video editor 
that offers a free option with some limitations, in 
addition to paid subscriptions. Free users can edit as 
much as they like and are able to upload their own 
images, video and audio. The video projects and 

media are all hosted online and there is even an app 
for iOS and Android.

The drag-and-drop editor is fantastic and WeVi-
deo also has a large selection of free backing tracks 
that can be used as background music for the video 
story. WeVideo can handle multiple audio and video 
tracks and has stylish video effects. Audio levels can 
be adjusted to fade in and out as needed, and video 
and images can also be timed to fit the voiceover 
track. 

Video Project in the Classroom
The videos that the students produced were part 
of a project-based learning (PBL) unit on Public 
Service Announcements (PSA), undertaken over 
six weeks in an elective media and journalism class 
for university English majors.  A PSA is essentially a 
commercial that is made for the good of society, as 
opposed to ones used to sell something. PSAs alert 
the public to a potential problem or danger and 
then urge them to take some action. A PSA proj-
ect was chosen because telling stories that matter 
motivates content creators (Porter, 2009). A PBL 
approach was chosen in order to increase student 
motivation and create a bridge between English 
in the classroom and that of real life situations 
(Fried-Booth, 1997). The classroom used for the 
project was a computer lab where each student had 
a computer with Internet access. After two lessons 
analyzing PSAs and generating some topic ideas, 
students developed the story or allegory they would 
use to get their message across. Topics ranged from 
more traditional PSA themes such as not using a 
mobile phone while walking, drinking and driving, 
train manners, to broader themes such as better 
communication and job hunting. Each team began 
to build their story using drawings or photos into 
a storyboard with dialogue and any audio or video 
effect desired for each picture. Creation of the script 
and storyboard took another two lessons. In the 
final two weeks, students recorded dialogues and 
sound effects on their phones, or directly to com-
puters, and took pictures of the storyboard images. 

These elements were then uploaded to the 
students’ WeVideo account. Once this was done, 
students synced everything up in the video editor 
and when finished, exported their PSA video. The 
results were striking and the students couldn’t 
wait to show them off to their friends and family. 
The projects were graded against a list of criteria 
including inclusion of title, use of pan and zoom, 
narration, dialogue, inclusion of statistics, and 
grammatical correctness.  Furthermore, they were 
evaluated on creativity and effectiveness to convey 
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[JALT PRAXIS]  YOUNG LEARNERS
Mari Nakamura
The Young Learners column provides language teachers of children and teenagers with advice and guidance 
for making the most of their classes. Teachers with an interest in this field are also encouraged to submit articles 
and ideas to the editor at the address below. We also welcome questions about teaching, and will endeavour to 
answer them in this column.
Email: young-learners@jalt-publications.org

let alone by the end users of the product, which is 
the case here, it is clear that those particular models 
would be withdrawn from the marketplace with 
great alacrity. It is not as if Japanese students have an 
aversion to English per se or view proficiency in the 
language as undesirable, though. The same article 
reveals that 82.6% of the sixth-graders who were 
surveyed “were convinced of the benefits of English 
education.” The percentage changes significantly 
when junior high school students are queried. Ben-
esse found that 53.9% were convinced of the benefits 
of English-language education. Identifying all of the 
potential culprits here is beyond the purview of this 
article, but this writer believes that most of his read-
ers would agree that grammar-oriented approaches, 
exam-prep preoccupations, and a dearth of qualified 
teachers have to varying degrees contributed to the 
appalling state of affairs vis-à-vis English-language 
education in Japan. 

It is clear that changes must be made, and indeed, 
there is a major one on the horizon: the new En-
glish-language curriculum that will be implemented 
in 2020. Details are still nebulous, at least for this 
writer, but this new start—if optimism is justified 
here—can be exploited to make the learning of 
English a more meaningful experience for students 
who will be exposed to it in the third grade and 
compelled to take it when they enter fifth grade. 

Challenges and opportunities abound. The 
pitfalls are many, but they are not insurmount-

the message. Additional feedback was provided by 
other students via the class blog comments section. 
The PSA project was 40% of the final course grade. 

Conclusion
Creating video stories from still images proved 
to be an engaging, manageable, and worthwhile 
project. Even students with only a minimal amount 
of technical skills were able to create dynamic, 
narrative video stories using the free WeVideo 
editing software. Students clearly had a sense of 
accomplishment when viewing their final products, 

having used English in a realistic project related to 
the course curriculum. This PBL approach would 
be suitable for creating a variety of narrative story 
videos in almost any EFL lesson.
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Hello colleagues, 
In this third installment of the series on 21st century 
skills, William F. O’Connor, an expert both in English 
language teaching and gemology, shares a unique way 
of nurturing children’s linguistic and 21st century skills 
through a gem-themed program. 

 

All That Glitters Can 
Be Told: Gemology 
as Content in the EYL 
Classroom
William F. O’Connor

On June 20, 2017, The Japan Times pub-
lished an article on the results of a survey 
conducted by Benesse Holdings Inc. that 

found that approximately “half of junior high school 
students have called the English skills they acquired 
in elementary schools ‘useless’ [emphasis added].” As 
for junior high schools, Benesse concluded that their 
“grammar-oriented programs…were likely discour-
aging [emphasis added] students” (Osumi, 2017). If 
words like useless and discouraging were employed to 
describe the perceived utility and desirability of a car 
or a computer by a publication like Consumer Reports, 




